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Let C be a cyclic (n, k) code over F = GF(q) with generator polynomial g(x) and parity 
check polynomial h(x) = (x n - 1)/g(x). Let G denote the subgroup of the group of units of the 
algebra F[x]/(x ~ - 1) generated by x + (x" - 1) and the nonzero elements of F. This group acts 
on C by left multiplication and the elements in an orbit have the same weight. We say that C 
has simlJle orbit structure if the generators of C form a single G-orbit. This implies that the set 
of generators of each ideal in C is also a single G-orbit which makes it possible to determine 
the weight distribution of such a code with relative ease. The main result of this paper is the 
determination of all polynomials h(x) for which C has simple orbit structure. The proof 
proceeds by reducing the problem to a study of the group of units of the 'parity check' algebra 
F[x]/(h(x)). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C denote a cyclic (n, k) code over F = GF(q) with parity check polynomial 
h(x) and generator polynomial g(x) of degrees k and n -  k, respectively. We 
assume always that n = exp(h(x)), i.e., n is the multiplicative order of x modulo 
h(x). This merely rules out codes that are repetitions of smaller codes. 
Definitions 
R = F[x]/(h(x)), the parity check algebra of C, 
R* = the group of units of R, 
(x) = the subgroup of R* generated by x + (h(x)), 
G = F* (x), where F* = F - {0}, 
index(x) = the index of (x) in R* 
Since we assume n = exp(h(x)), x has the same order modulo h(x) as it does 
modulo x ~ - 1. So the group G may be assumed (by appropriate identification) to 
act on both C and R by left multiplication. These group actions are isomorphic 
via 
f(x) + (h(x))~--~ f(x)g(x) 4- (x" - 1). 
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(This mapping is not an algebra isomorphism. However R and C are isomorphic 
as algebras if (and only if) h(x) and g(x) are relatively prime; this is the case 
under the common assumption (n, q) = 1. We do not require this here.) 
Since C is cyclic, elements in the same G-orbit have the same weight. We are 
interested in the orbit structure of G acting on C which as noted above is the 
same as that of G acting on R. We show how to define the weight of an element 
of R without reference to C so that corresponding elements of R and C have the 
same weight: Define Wh<x)(f(x)) to be the number of positive integers i no greater 
than n such that xif(x) (mod h(x)) has degree precisely k - 1. As noted in [1] this 
is equal to the weight off(x)g(x) + (x n - 1) considered as an element of the code 
C. 
For terminological convenience we often identify the code C, the polynomial 
h(x) and the algebra R. (Note however that the algebra R does not uniquely 
determine the code C; rather, R together with a unit x that generates R as an 
algebra over F determines C.) So, for example, we say that h(x) is equidistant if
the code C is equidistant. 
Dellnition. We say that h(x) has simple orbit structure if R* = G. 
Note that the generators of the ideal C correspond to the units of R. So C has 
simple orbit structure means that the generators of C form a single G-orbit. We 
shall see that this implies that the generators of each ideal contained in C also 
form a single G-orbit. 
Let us say that h(x) is local if R is a local ring. Thus h(x) is local if and only if 
h(x) is a power of an irreducible polynomial. We will prove that h(x) is local and 
has simple orbit structure if and only if h(x) is one of the following three types of 
polynomials: 
Type 1. h(x) is a type I(a, k) polynomial over F if F=GF(q)  and h(x) is 
irreducible of degree k with exponent (qk_ 1)/a, where a divides q -  1 and 
(k, a) = 1 (¢~((qk _ 1)/(q -- 1), a) = 1). Note that h(x) = x is not allowed since x 
is a unit modulo h(x). 
Type 2. h(x) is a type II(a, b) polynomial over F if F = GF(p), where p is prime 
and h(x)= (x -  b) 2, where b is a nonzero element of F of multiplicative order 
(p - 1)/a. It follows that h(x) has exponent p(p - 1)/a. 
Type 3. h(x) is a type III polynomial over F if F = GF(2) and h(x) = (x + 1) 3 
We shall show that if a polynomial h(x) over F = GF(q) has simple orbit 
structure but is not local then one of the following holds: 
(i) q - 2 and h(x) is a product of any number of local polynomials with simple 
orbit structure at most one of which is not of type I. (See Theorem 3 for 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the factors.) 
(ii) q - -p ,  an odd prime, and h(x) is a product of two local polynomials of 
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which either both are type I or one is of type I and the other is of type II. (See 
Theorems 4 and 5 for sufficient conditions on the factors.) 
(iii) q is any prime power and h(x) is a product of two type I polynomials (See 
Theorem 4 for sufficient conditions on the factors.) 
The following lemma is crucial in all that follows. 
Lemma 1. Let h(x) = hl(x)h2(x), n = exp(h(x) )  and nl = exp(hl(x)) .  Then 
Wh(x)(C(x)h2(x)) = (n/na)Whl(x)(C(X)). (1) 
Proof. One easily checks that 
c(x ) (moO hl(X )) = (c(X)hE(X) (mod h(x )))/hE(X ). (2) 
The left side of Eq. (1) is the number of terms in the sequence 
xic(x)hE(X) (modh(x)), i=  1, 2 , . . . ,  n 
of degree exactly k - 1. Dividing each term of this sequence by hE(X) and using 
Eq. (2) we see that this is the same as the number of terms in the sequence 
xic(x)(modhl(x)), i= l ,  2 , . . . ,n  
of degree exactly degree (hi(x)) - 1. This latter sequence is however an n/nl-fold 
repetition of the first nl terms since nt is the order of x modulo h~(x). This 
establishes Eq. (1). [] 
Corollary 1. Every divisor of an equidistant polynomial is equidistant. 
2. Equidistant cyclic codes over GF(q) 
In [1] we stated the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A polynomial is equidistant if and only if it is a type I polynomial. 
Proof. A proof was given in [1]. However there is an error in the proof of 
statement (3) on page 140 of that paper where it was inadvertently assumed that 
the nonunits of R form an ideal. This is equivalent to assuming that h(x) is local. 
We fill this gap by establishing the following. 
Proposit ion 1. I f  a polynomial is not local, then it is not equidistant. 
Proof. We assume the result actually proved in [1] that a local polynomial is 
equidistant if and only if it is what we call in this paper a type I polynomial. Using 
this together with Corollary 1, if there is a non-local equidistant polynomial then 
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there is an equidistant polynomial h(x) which is a product of two type I 
polynomials hi(x), i = 1, 2, with exponents ni = (qk,_ 1)/ai, where ai divides 
q - 1. The exponent n of h(x) is [nl, n2] and the degree k of h(x) is the sum of 
the degrees kl and k2 of the two factors. 
Now if h(x) were equidistant the average weight 
nqk- l (q -  1)/(q k -  1) 
of the non-zero code words would be an integer and hence 
D = n(q -  1)/(q k -  1) 
would also be an integer. We show that this is not the case. Observe that 
qk _ 1 > (qkl _ l )(qk2_ 1) = A. 
This implies that the positive number N = A/ (q  k - 1) is less than 1. On the other 
hand each ni divides M =A/ (q -  1). Therefore their least common multiple n 
divides M. In particular n is less than or equal to M. This implies that D is at most 
M(q-  1)/(q k -  1)=N< 1, a contradiction. This proves the proposition and 
establishes Theorem 1. lqD 
3. Determination of those h(x) with simple orbit structure 
Lemma 2. If k(x) divides h(x) and h(x) has simple orbit structure, then so does 
k(x). 
Proof. Let R be the parity check algebra of h(x) and let S denote the parity 
check algebra of k(x). The natural mapping # :R--~ S :f(x) + (h(x)) ~--~f(x) +
(k(x)) is a surjective algebra homomorphism. It follows (see [3, p. 400]) that # 
restricted to R* is a group homomorphism onto S*. Since # dearly takes scalars 
to scalars and x + (h(x)) to x + (k(x)) we have S* = # (R*) = # ( (x ) )  # (F*) = 
(x)F*, as desired. [] 
We wish to determine all h(x) with simple orbit structure. In general h(x) is a 
product of local polynomials, which by Lemma 2 also have simple orbit structure. 
We begin with the local case. 
Theorem 2. A local polynomial has simple orbit structure if and only if it is a 
polynomial of type I, II or III. 
Proof. Let F = GF(q), where q =pS for a prime p. Let h(x) =p(x)', where p(x) 
is a monic, irreducible polynomial over F of degree k. Thus h(x) has degree kt. 
We first assume that R* = G and show that this implies that h(x) is one of the 
three types. If t = 1, then h(x) is irreducible and R is therefore a field. In this case 
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the non-zero elements of R are in fact the units of R and so h(x) is equidistant. 
Hence from Theorem 1 we have that h.(x) has type I. We now assume that t > 1. 
Let IXI denote the number of elements in X. We first establish 
IR*I = (qk _ 1)qk(t-1). (3) 
Proof of Eq. (3). Since h(x) has degree kt, R has dimension kt over F and so 
IRI  = On the other hand R is a local ring with maximal ideal M = (p(x))/ 
(h(x)) and R/M is a field with qk elements. It follows that IMI  - qk,-k. Since R is 
local, R* is just the complement of M in R and so IR*I---IRI-IMI, from which 
(3) follows. 
I<x>l =plexp(p(x)), wherept - l<t<pt .  (4) 
Proof of Eq. (4). I<x)l is the order of x modulo h(x)=p(x)', i.e., the exponent 
of h(x). Thus the result follows from [2, Section 6.2, pp. 150-151]. Note that 
what we call exponent here is called 'period' in [2]. 
exp(p(x ) )=(qk-1) /a ,  a lq -1  and (a ,k )= l .  (5) 
Proof of Eq. (5). By Lemma 2 we have that p(x) has simple orbit structure. As 
above for the case t = 1 it follows that p(x) is equidistant and so, by Theorem 1, 
(5) holds, i.e., p(x) is of Type I(a, k). 
aps(k,-k-1) <pt. (6) 
Proof of Eq. (6). Since R*= (x)F*, index (x )<q.  That is, IR*l/l(x)l <q. Sub- 
stituting the values from Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) we get (6). 
Proof of (7). First note that from (6) we obtain 
s(kt- k-1)<l .  (8) 
Since k > 0 this implies 
s(t - 2) < l. (9) 
By Eq. (4) :pl-1 < t, so 
S091-1 -- 2) < l. (10) 
Now if l > 3, by induction l <pl-1 _ 2 ~< s(p t-1 - 2) which contradicts (10). 
Suppose l = 3, then by (4) we have 
p2 < t ~<p3. (11) 
This implies that 4 < t and so 3 < t - 1. Applying this to (8) we have 
2<s(k( t -1) - l )<l=3.  
I=1  or I=2 .  (7) 
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This contradiction shows that I is not 3. So (7) is established. 
I f l= l ,  then k=l , s= l  and t=2.  (12) 
Hence h(x)= (x -  b) 2, where b is a nonzero element of GF(p), i.e., h(x) is a 
type II polynomial. 
Proof of  (12). If l = 1 we obtain from (8): 
s (k ( t -  1) - 1) < 1. (13) 
Since we are now only considering the case t > 1, (13) yields s(k - 1) < 1 which 
implies that k = 1. Putting k = 1 in (13) yields s ( t -  2)< 1 and so we must have 
t=2.  This means that h(x)= (x -  b) 2, where exp(x -  b )= the order of b in 
F = GF(p s) has order (pS - 1)/a. 
Now (x -  b) 2= x 2 -  2bx + b 2 so in the ring R we have x 2= 2bx-  b 2 and by 
induction x i = ibi-lx - (i - 1)b i. From this we see that the smallest value of i such 
that x i lies in F* is p and x ~' = b ~. It follows that F*f'! (x )= (b~'). Since 
(p, (p~-  1)/a) = 1, (b)  = (bP). It follows that (x) contains (pS_ 1)/a elements 
of F*. So there are a (x)-orbits that contain scalars. On the other"hand the index 
of (x)  in R* is q(q - 1)/p(p ~ - 1)/a =p~-Xa. So there will be enough (x)-orbits 
containing scalars to cover R* if and only if s = 1. 
I f l=2 ,  thent=3,  k=s=l  and p=2.  (14) 
Hence h(x) = (x + 1) 3, i.e., h(x) is type III. 
Proof of  (14). From (4) we have 
p <t<-p  2 
and so 2 < t. From (8) we have 
s (k ( t -  1) -  1 )<2.  (15) 
If 3 < t, then 2 < t -  1 which conflicts with (15). If t = 3, then (15) implies that 
s(2k - 1) < 2 which is only possible if s = k = 1. Since p < t and t = 3, we must 
have p = 2. 
This completes the proof that if h(x) has simple orbit structure then it is of type 
I, II or III. It remains to check that each of these three types have simple orbit 
structure. For type I see [1, p. 141]. For type II see the proof of (12) above. In 
the case of type III there is only a single polynomial over GF(2) which is easily 
checked. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. [] 
Remark. It is of interest to note that the algebras R = F[x]](h(x)), where h(x) is 
of type I, II, or III are precisely the finite local algebras uch that R* is cyclic (see 
Gilmer [4]). Note however that we are not just interested in the algebra R but in 
the particular representation of R determined by h(x). We see below that for 
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non-local rings, being of simple orbit structure does not imply that the group of 
units is cyclic. 
We now consider the general case 
h(x)  = h l (x )h2(x )  . . . hs (x ) ,  (16) 
where the factors h i (x )  are local and pairwise relatively prime. Letting Ri = F[x ] /  
(h i (x ) )  we have the algebra isomorphism 
R --> R1 x R E X • • • × Rs (17) 
given by the mapping 
f (x )  + (h(x))~--)OC(x + (ha(x ) ) , . . . , / (x )  + (h , (x ) ) )  (18) 
which, abusing notation, we may write as 
f (x )~-~( f (x ) ,  f (x ) ,  . . . , f (x ) ) .  (19) 
In particular we have 
x (x,x, . . : , x )  
and for a in F 
a~--) (a,  a, . . . , a).  
We use (18) or (19) to identify R with the product R1 x - . .  x Rs. 
If n = exp(h(x) )= I(x )1 and ni = exp(h i (x ) ) ,  then the above isomorphism yields 
n = In1, n2, . . • , n~], (20) 
where the brackets denote the least common multiple. 
Restricted to the group of units of R the above isomorphism yields a group 
isomorphism: 
R* -*R~ x . . .  x R* (21) 
and hence Ig*l--IRTI""" Ig*l 
If h(x)  has simple orbit structure we deduce immediately from Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 2 that each factor h i (x )  in (16) is of type I, II, or III. But, not all such 
products have simple orbit structure. 
Before continuing we collect here some information (see Table 1) on the three 
Tab le  1 
Po lynomia l  type IRI IR*I l(x )I 
I(a, k) qk qk--1 (qk _ 1)/a 
II(a, b) p2 p(p - 1) p(p - 1)/a 
HI 8 4 4 
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types of rings that we need below. (See the proof of Theorem 2 for the 
derivations.) 
Theorem 3. Let F = GF(2). Then h(x) has simple orbit structure if and only if one 
of the following holds: 
(i) h(x) is a product of any number of primitive polynomials of pairwise 
relatively prime degrees. 
(ii) h(x) is a product of any number of primitive polynomials of pairwise 
relatively prime degrees and a single polynomial of the form (x + 1) t, where t = 2 
ort=3. 
Proof. Assume that h(x) has simple orbit structure. Since F is the two element 
field this reduces to R*= (x). Let h(x) be as in (16). As pointed out, we know 
that each factor in (16) is one of the three types I, II, or III. In this case each of 
the factor rings Ri of (17) has a cyclic group of units. Since R* is the product of 
these cyclic groups and is itself cyclic, the orders of the cyclic factors must be 
pairwise relatively prime. Conversely, using again the isomorphism (17), if the 
orders of the cyclic factors are pairwise relatively prime then R* = (x). 
If q = 2 and a polynomial is of type I(a, k), then IR*] = 2 k - 1, but in the case 
of type II, or type III, [R[ is even. Note also that (2 a - 1, 2 b - 1) = 2 (a'b) - 1. It 
follows that (i) or (ii) holds if and only if h(x) has simple orbit structure. [] 
Note that for h(x) to have simple orbit structure we must have at most q -1  
orbits of (x) in R*. This implies that index (x) is at most q -  1. This is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for h(x) to have simple orbit structure. 
Nevertheless this condiution limits strongly the possibilities. 
Lemma 3. Let F = GF(q), where q > 2. Assume that h(x) is a product of  s > 1 
polynomials hi(x) of types I(ai, ki). Then index(x) ~<q - 1 if and only if 
s = 2, (kl, k2) = (al, a2) = 1, 
in which case (x ) has index precisely q - 1. 
(21.1) 
Proof. Since each n i divides qk,_ 1 we have from (20) that n = [(x)[ divides the 
number 
N= (qk,_ 1) . . .  (qk _ 1)/(q - 1) s-1. 
Hence I(x) l - -  < N. Since the Ri are all fields we have 
IR*] = N(q  - I f  -1 
and it follows that the index(x) >I (q - 1) ~-1. Assuming R* = F*(x), index(x) is 
at most q - 1. Hence s = 2 and the index is precisely q - 1. 
Suppose that s = 2 and index(x) = q - 1. Then n = [nl, n2] = nln2/(nl, n2) and 
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IR*I = nlaln2a2. So the index of (x) is alaE(nl, n2). Let d = (kx - 1, k2 - 1) and 
a = [al, a2] = ala2/(al, a2). Now (qk~ _ 1, qk2 _ 1) = qd _ 1 and each a~ divides 
qd _ 1 so a divides qd _ 1. It follows that (nl, hE)  is divisible by (q'~- 1)/a and so 
the index of (x) is divisible by (qd 1)(a~, a2). This implies that d = 1 and 
(al, a2)= 1. 
Conversely, if s = 2 and (21.1) holds, then using the conditions given in the 
definition of type I(ai, ki) polynomials one may verify that index(x) = q - 1. [] 
Lemma 4. Let F = GF(p), where p is an odd prime. I f  h(x) has simple orbit 
structure then only two nonlocal cases are possible. 
(i) h(x) is a product of two polynomials, one of type I I(al, b) and one of type 
I(a2, k), where (al, a2) = 1. In this case index(x) =p - 1. 
(ii) h(x) is a product of two polynomials, both of type I and the condition (21.1) 
of Lemma 3 must hold. 
Proof. In this case we may assume that h(x) is a product of polynomials of types 
I and II. If all are of type I, then (ii) holds by Lemma 3. By Lemma 2 we are left 
with just one polynomial of each type if we can rule out the two cases: 
h(x) is a product of two type II polynomials with parameters (ai, bi), Case 1. 
i=1 ,2 .  
Case 2. h(x) is a product of two type I polynomials and one type II polynomial. 
Suppose Case I holds. Then ni =p(p - 1)/ai and IR*[ =p(p  - 1) = niai. Hence 
IR*I-- nlaln2a2. Then I(x)l = [nl, n2]- nln2/(ni, n2). It follows that index(x) is 
ala2(nl, n2), which is divisible by ala2p which is greater than p - 1. 
Suppose Case 2 holds. In this case n = I(x)[ is the l.c.m, of exp(x -b )  2= 
p(p -1) /a  and exp(h~(x)h2(x) )=(pk l -1) (pk2-1) / (p-1)  by Lemma 3. It 
follows that n divides and is therefore <~p(pkl_ 1)(pk~_ 1)/(p -- 1). NOW [R*[ = 
p(p -  1)(p k~ -1 ) (p  k2 -1 )  and hence index(x)/> (p -  1) 2 which is greater than 
p - 1. This shows that Case 2 is impossible. 
It remains to show that if s = 2, one factor is type II(al, b) and the other is type 
I(a2, k), then (al, a2)= 1 and index(x )=p-  1. To see this note that IR*l = 
p(p -  1)(p k -  1) and n is the l.c.m, of nz =p(p-  1)/al and n2 = (pk_ 1)/a2. It 
follows that index(x) = ala2(nl, n2) is divisible by (al, a2)(p - 1) which is greater 
than p - 1 unless (al, a2) = 1 in which case the index is precisely p - 1. [] 
Lemma 5. Let F = GF(q), where q > 2 and let h(x) be a nonlocal polynomial 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3 or Lemma 4. Then h(x) has simple orbit 
structure if and only if F* N ( x ) = { 1 }. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that in each of the lemmas (x) has index 
exactly IF*I. [] 
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Theorem 4. Let h(x) = hl(x)h2(x), where hi(x) is of type I(ai, ki) and (kl, k2) = 
(al, a2) = 1. Then h(x) has simple orbit structure if the following condition holds. 
Every prime factor of q - 1 divides either 
(qk~_ 1)a2/( q _ 1) or  (q k2- 1)a l / (q -  1). 
(22) 
Proof. Use the identification R =R1 x R2 given by (19), but write x = (z, w) 
instead of (x, x) to avoid confusion. By Lemma 5 we must show that the only 
element of F in (x) is 1 = (1, 1). Suppose to the contrary that x i = (z i, w ~) = (a, a) 
where a is a nonzero element of F of order d > 1. By Lemma 3, x has order 
n = (qkl_ 1)(qk2_ 1)/(q -- 1). It follows that i = (n/d)u, where (u, d) = 1. By (22) 
we may assume that (s, d) > 1, where s = u(qk l -  1)a2/(q -- 1). Let c = w °tw)/d, 
where o(w) = (qk2_ 1)/a2 is the order of w. Now c has order d and c s has order d 
only if (s, d) = 1 which is not the case. Hence a = w ~ = c s does not have order d. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. [] 
Corollary. I f  q = ala2, in particular, if al = q - 1 and a2 = 1, then (22) holds. 
Remark. If (22) fails, h(x)= hl(x)h2(x), where each factor is of type I, and 
(21.1) holds, then h(x) may or may not be of simple orbit structure as we now 
show by example. It will follow that necessary and sufficient conditions that h(x) 
be of simple orbit structure cannot be obtained in terms of q, ki and ai. However 
Lemma 5 does provide a n.a.s.c, in conjunction with Lemmas 3 and 4. 
Example. Let q = 8 and let F = GF(q). Let F '  and F" denote extension fields of 
F of orders q2=64 and q3=512 and with primitive elements c' and c", 
respectively. R = F 'x  F" and write c = (c', c"). We note that o (c ' )=  63 = 9 .7 ,  
o(c") = 511 = 7.73,  and hence o(c) = 9 .7 .73 .  We identify a in F with (a, a) in 
R. 
Let (c) be the subgroup of R* generated by c. We show that depending on the 
choice of primitive elements c' and c" we can have either 
or  
I(c)nFI--1 (23) 
I(c) NF I> 1. (24) 
We do this by first showing that (24) holds if and only if c m lies in F where 
m = o(c)/7. Assume first that c m is in F. S ince c m has order 7, all nonzero 
elements of F are in (c) ,  so (24) holds. Assume that c m = (e, f )  is not in F, that 
is, e is not equal to f. By the above listed orders for c' and c" it is clear that both e 
and f have order 7. Suppose c i = (g, g), where g is not 1. Then c i has order 7 and 
so i = mu, where (u, 7) = 1. Hence e u = f"  and since u is invertible modulo 7 this 
implies that e = f, a contradiction. Therefore (23) holds. 
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Now suppose that c m= (e, f) ,  where e 4:f. Then e =f~ for some i <~ 6 and for 
each i, (c") i is a generator for F" since (i, o(c")) = 1. Now replacing c" by (c") i we 
get c m = (e, e). On the other hand if c m = (e, e), then we can choose another i so 
that e j = f is different from e. As before replacing c" by (c") i will yield c m = (e, f). 
Now let h(x)= hl(X)hE(X), where hi(x) is the minimal polynomial of c' and 
hE(X ) is the minimal polynomial of c". It follows from the isomorphism (19) and 
Lemma 5 that h(x) has simple orbit structure or not depending on whether (23) 
or (24) holds. 
Theorem 5. Let F = GF(p), where p is an odd prime. Let h(x)= hl(x)h2(x),  
where the first factor is type II(al, b), and the second factor is type I(a2, k) and 
(at, a2) = 1. Then h(x) has simple orbit structure if the following holds. 
Every prime divisor of p - 1 divides either (pk _ 1)al/(p -- 1) or a2. (25) 
Proof. By Lemma 4: ] (x ) l=p (pk _ 1). In the notation of the proof of Theorem 
4 o(z) =p(p - 1)/al and o(w) - (pk _ 1)/a2. The theorem now follows from the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 4. [] 
Coronary. I f  ala2 =p - 1, in particular, ira1 =p - 1 and a2 = 1, then (25) holds. 
4. Weight distributions 
We show how to compute the weight distribution for a cyclic (n, k) code with 
simple orbit structure. Let h(x) be the parity check polynomial and let 
f l (x ) , . . . ,  fs(x) be a complete list of the proper, monic divisors (of nonzero 
degree) of h(x). (If q is not two there are at most 2 local factors of h(x) and s ~< 4. 
If q = 2 then there can be arbitrarily many divisors of h(x).) 
Given the weight distributions of the three local types I, II, and III, the 
following method allows us to recursively compute the weight distributions of all 
cyclic codes with simple orbit structure. 
Assume that the following are known for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, 
n = exp(h(x)), N = lR*l, R = F[xl/(h(x)), 
ni = exp, (x) ) ,  N~= IR*[, Ri= F[xl/~(x)),  
W~ = weight of any nonzero element of R*. 
Since each 3~(x) divides h(x), by Lemma 2 we know that all elements of R* 
have the same weight, namely W~. Now the nonzero nonunits of R can be 
partitioned into subcodes S~, where S~ is the set of all elements f (x)  + (h(x)) in R 
for which (f(x), h(x))=di(x),  where di(x)=h(x)/fi(x). Then we can write 
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f (x )=a(x)d i (x ) ,  where (a(x), fi(x)) = 1. Then by Lemma 1 
Whf,,)(f(x)) = (n/ni)w~(:)(a(x)) = (n/ni)Wi. 
The elements of Si are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of R*, so there 
are Ni such elements. This gives the weight distribution of all nonunit elements of 
R. Let W be the weight of any unit. All N units have the same weight. Since as is 
known the total weight of the nonzero code words of an (n, k) code is 
nqk- l (q  -- 1) we see that 
W = (nqk- l (q -- 1) -- Nx(n/nl)W1 . . . . .  Ns(n/ns)Ws)/N. (26) 
(The elements of Si correspond to the generators of the ideal of F[x]/(x n -  1) 
generated by di(x)g(x) + (x" - 1) under the isomorphism between R and C given 
in Section 1. Since every ideal in C has such a generator, it follows that the set of 
generators of each ideal in C is a single G-orbit.) 
This method is fairly easy to carry out. We list the weight distributions of a few 
of the different ypes of cyclic codes of simple orbit structure. 
First we list the three local cases: 
4.1. h(x) is o f  type I(a, k) 
This is an (n, k) code with n = (qk _ 1)/a. This code is equidistant. 
Table 2 
No. code words Weights 
Units qk _ 1 qk - l (q  _ 1)/a 
1 0 
4.2. h(x) is o f  type II(a, b) 
In this case the code is an (n, k) code with k = 2 and n =p(p  - 1)/a. 
Table 3 
Units 
No. code words Weights 
p2 --  p (p --  1)2[a 
p - 1 p (p  - 1)/a 
1 0 
4.3. h(x) is o f  type III, i.e., h(x)  = (x + 1) 3 
In this case (n, k) = (4, 2). 
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Table 4 
No. code words Weights 




4.4 h(x) = hl(x)h2(x), where hi(x) is of type I (a l ,  k l )  
We assume fur ther  that  (a~, a2) = (k l ,  k2) = 1 and that h(x) is of s imple orbit 
type.  For  example ,  ax = q - 1 and a2 = 1 will suffice by 
Theorem 4. In this case k = k~ + k2 and n = (qk, _ 1)(qk2 _ 1)/(q -- 1). 
Table 5 
Weights No. code words 
(qk 2 _ 1)qkl-1 (qkl _ 1) 
(qkl -- 1)qk2-1 (qk2 _ 1) 
qkl+k2--1 -- qkl-1 -- qt:2-1 (qkl -- 1)(qk2 -- 1) 
0 1 
4.5. q = 2 and h(x) is a product of three primitive polynomials hi(x) of pairwise 
relative prime degrees ki, i = 1, 2, 3. 
In this case k = k l  + k2 + k3 and n = nln2n3, where  ni = 2 k, - 1. 
Table 6 
No. code words Weights 
n3 ~nln2(n3 + 1) 
n2 ~nln3(n2 + 1) 
nl ½n2n3(nl + 1) 
n2n 3 ½nl(n2n 3- 1) 
nln2 ½n3(nln2- 1) 
nxn 3 ½n2(nln 3-- 1) 
nln2n3 Use (26). 
1 0 
Remarks. The approach to cyclic codes pursued in this paper is closely related to 
and was motivated by the papers of Ecker [6], Boyarinov and Kabatyansky [7] in 
the theory of cyclic arithmetic codes. The ideas in their papers are in fact more 
explicit and more precise developments of ideas that go back to the work of 
Chang and Tsao-Wu [5]. The analogous approach in arithmetic codes is based on 
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the determination of those integers m for which the group of units U(m) of 
Z/(m) is equal to the subgroup of U(m) generated by q + (m) and -1  + (m). 
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